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EPBC Referral Reference 2011/5826   Delfin Lend Lease 
/Residential development/Calton Rd, Gawler East/SA/Gawler 
East Residential Development Project  (“DLL Referral”) 

 

Gawler Environment & Heritage Association (GEHA) submission February 2011 
 

 

GEHA would like to take the opportunity to provide a submission on the DLL Referral under 

the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC).  We have been 

following this matter with interest for the last few years.   

 

We note that the numbering of matters in the DLL referral document (the first pdf on the 

Referral website – “DLL Referral Statement” is different to that contained in the “Referral of 

proposed action” template document available on the Environment Department website.  

One matter on the template which has not been listed in the DLL referral document is Item 

2.6 Public Consultation.  Given the public controversy over this proposal it is unfortunate that 

information from public consultation around the Development Plan Amendment which has 

been debated in relation to this site has not been provided in the referral documents.  The 

EPBC Department may wish to seek this information.   

 

One of the difficulties with commenting on this proposal previously has been the lack of 

access to the site which has made it difficult for people without previous experience of the 

site to understand the site and the issues which arise from this residential development 

proposal.  Unfortunately the lack of quality information about the site has also affected some 

commentary and responses of State government agencies and resulted in incorrect or 

inadequate information being provided to the public and to other agencies. 

 

GEHA has spoken with a number of people who have had information about the site.  Our 

members have attended the site and in particular have organised recent visits to the site to 

gain better knowledge. 

 

Overall the thrust of the DLL plan for the area seems to be to only set aside areas for 

conservation where houses cannot be built (the areas with slope greater than 1:4) and 

attempt to maximise housing and infrastructure in the remaining area.  That might be an 

expected commercial starting point but it is inconsistent with expressed commitments of DLL 

to promote conservation in the area and also what would be reasonable expectation of the 

development potential of the site where adequate due diligence of conservation 

management issues had been factored in before entering into purchase commitments. 
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Iron-grass natural temperate grassland - EPBC “critically endangered” ecological 

community rating since 2007 

 

This ecological community exists in a few areas around Gawler and along the foothills near 

Gawler although the mapping produced by the EPBC website does not extend quite this far.  

GEHA members were aware of the presence of iron-grass grassland on this site when KBR  

produced their first ecological survey report in 2008 (KBR 2008).  The following comment 

was forwarded to DLL through Gawler Council:- 

 

Iron grass natural temperate grassland.  Again the designated EPBC web site area 

for this threatened community does not extend to Gawler (very close to Gawler East) 

but this community exists in areas around Gawler and these will qualify for protection 

despite being outside the web site area.  The species list for the Gawler East area in 

the report is preliminary and does not include many lomandra or grass species.  The 

Gawler East area does include both lomandra multiflora and lomandra effusa, the 

main lomandra species in the protected community and possibly other lomandra 

species that occur in the vicinity including lomandra densiflora, lomandra sororia and 

lomandra nana. 

 

Despite this heads-up the second KBR ecological survey report (KBR 2009) still failed to 

record the presence of iron-grass natural temperate grassland, or indeed any Lomandra 

effuse or Lomandra multiflora, on the site.  Consequently the whole DPA process proceeded 

in 2009/10 without input about this important matter.  It was not until the release of the 2010 

KBR ecological survey report after the DPA had been finalised in August 2010 that this very 

significant matter became public.  The drought conditions mentioned in the various KBR 

reports would have limited to some extent the ability to observe some native species, but 

such drought conditions make it easier to observe lomandra tussocks.  The failure to 

observe or report the presence of the iron-grass grassland does not suggest great 

confidence in the various reports. 

                                                  

The GEHA 2009 submission on the Gawler East DPA further raised the issue of iron-grass 

grassland after further research by people familiar with the site – see Appendix 4 paragraph 

4 a ii.  Finally KBR 2010 reported that the presence of an area of about 1.5 ha containing 16 

native plant species and meeting the requirements of condition class B in EPBC Policy 

Statement 3.7 (DEWR 2007).  In 2 visits to the area in summer 2010/11 organised by GEHA, 

but also including other people with botanical expertise, we have recorded an additional 17 

species (three of which were in the grassland area just to the east of the iron grass area (see 

Appendix 2).  The present information moves the site from a low level class B site to one 

which is close to a class A site.  Additional recording might well produce a class A result, 

especially after wetter years and with lower grazing impact. 

 

While we welcome the protection which is proposed for the area of 1.5 ha, it is clear that the 

proposal for housing to be immediately adjacent the site on the southern side will mean that 

the protection proposed will fail.  Being an area of about 30-40 m width by 400 m long it is 

subject to the classic edge problems of native vegetation remnants.  In addition there is a 

fundamental conflict between conservation of the area of 1.5 ha and having housing 

immediately adjacent.  Experience with similar areas of native vegetation is that despite the 

best attempts at education, many residents will not accept such areas and will constantly 

demand action to reduce their fears about snakes and fire as well as many complaints about 

lack of amenity and impacts real or perceived about management activities such as 

spraying.  Other problems arise with litter and the escape of garden plants (pennisetum and 
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gazanias being the current favourites in our area) and unwelcome presence of people or 

their pets in the conservation area despite fencing, signs etc. 

 

Management of a grassland area requires regular disturbance through grazing or biomass 

removal and preferable occasional controlled patch burns.  Currently heavy grazing occurs 

with sheep and to a lesser extent from kangaroos.  Having a larger (but compact) area 

makes grazing or equivalent management more achievable.  All of the possible options will 

be made harder by having housing immediately adjacent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Will kangaroos remain part of the grazing regime along central creek? 

 

The proposal for about a 1.5 ha area on the east for expansion of the iron-grass grassland 

area is also welcome in principal, but basically ineffective.  The area is another elongated 

one about 30-40 m width by 400 meters long, similar to the existing area.  Lomandras are 

long-lived plants and typically very slow to spread because their seed production is sporadic 

and the seed is sought and consumed by lizards and other native animals.  If a speedy 

natural spread of 10 meters each 10 years was achieved it would take 400 years to 

complete the transformation.  In fact the more likely outcome on this site is that the full 

transformation would take much longer if it was ever to occur naturally. 

 

A much more effective solution is to have an expansion area south of the existing iron-grass 

grassland area.  Clearly a substantial buffer is required between any new housing and the 

iron-grass grassland conservation area. Apparently in rural areas buffers in the order of 100 

meters are suggested to assist management.  In an urban area such a buffer seems 

essential to ensure sustainable long term conservation.  The area required would be about 

3.6ha.  This would allow an expansion area for the existing iron-grass grassland and an area 

which can be kept mown for fire protection and to allay residents’ fears and concerns about 

the conservation area.   

 

If the mown area was planted with local native grasses this would assist in conservation of 

the iron-grass grassland by limiting weed threats and provide additional fire protection.  The 

contour of the land makes it feasible to use runoff from the higher slopes to provide some 

natural irrigation of this buffer area avoiding the need for irrigation of the buffer area.  This is 

also consistent with earlier DLL agreement to have swales out of the creek corridor for 

management of stormwater runoff. 
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Another problem with managing a small conservation area adjacent urban housing is the 

wish of residents to use any available natural areas for walking and also taking pets, 

especially dogs.  Children wishing to use areas for games, cubby houses, bike riding and the 

like are additional matters to manage.  Having adequate buffer areas which can 

accommodate some of these activities would be of considerable assistance.  It is essential 

that such a solution is required otherwise management of the narrow strip of existing iron-

grass grassland will fail over the years with problems of management overwhelming even an 

enthusiastic conservation group, let alone a local council with many other priorities. 

 

Claims that DLL is making changes in its infrastructure planning to assist the conservation of 

the existing iron-grass grassland area (see pages 19 and 39-41 of the DLL Referral 

Statement are hard to take seriously when the problem was the earlier infrastructure 

planning occurred without appropriate knowledge of conservation requirements for the site.  

The suggestions about managing the area to cope with thousands of new residents looking 

for lifestyle activities are far from convincing.  Further no discussions have taken place with 

any of the conservations groups or Gawler Council about future management of the area.  

The cost of managing steep areas for conservation inside an urban area is very high.  A 

commitment to developing a management plan and a suggestion that someone will take on 

the management at a satisfactory level in perpetuity is a big leap of faith. 

 

Flinders Ranges worm-lizard  

The various KBR reports detail the potential habitat for this species.  What is not so clearly 

set out are the impacts which are proposed or likely to occur, particularly in the central 

creekline which has been identified as part of the higher quality habitat for the Flinders 

Ranges worm-lizard as set out in Figure 7.1 in the pdfs attached to the DLL Referral 

Statement. 

 

Apparently it is intended to have sewer pipes installed at the base of the central creekline 

(now only to the east of the major water pipeline crossing the site).   This is not directly 

shown on any map in the DLL Referral Statement.  At page 20 of the Statement it is stated 

that the central sewer main will be moved out of the centerline of the creek on the western 

side.  It can clearly be inferred that it is proposed to be in the centerline of the creek on the 

eastern side.  The Gawler East Infrastructure Masterplan, mentioned on page 20 of the DLL 

Referral Statement and elsewhere, is clearly an important document and should be publicly 

provided (for further public comment) before any decision is made on the DLL Referral. 

 

The disturbance that this would involve is considerable given the rocky nature of the sub-

surface in this area.  See attached picture below showing exposed stony creek bed in 

eastern part of central creek 
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Further it is proposed to reconstruct the creekline in this area to make it part of the 

stormwater treatment system.  This will involve the construction of 4 dams and a range of 

other structures in the creek bed to deal with erosion issues and conversion of the creek into 

a series of constructed wetlands –n clearly to convert the area into landscaping more in turn 

with the wishes of the developers and their target purchasers.  See Attachment 4 of the DLL 

Referral Statement – plan and cross-sections of dams. 

 

This is very disappointing when earlier discussions with DLL indicated that stormwater was 

to be handled without compromising the creekline by having swales outside the creek and its 

steep banks.  An example of how this might have occurred with the central creekline is set 

out in the Australian Water Environments May 2008 report - Figure 3 of the report. 

 

In addition 3 tributaries into the eastern end of the central creek are apparently proposed to 

be filled in and converted to housing.  This is justified in the DLL Referral Statement as an 

alternative to previously proposed retention of some of these creeks and filling in 2 creeks on 

the northern side of the creek as the habitat for Flinders Ranges worm-lizards is said to be 

better.  We are concerned about these proposals to fill creeklines.  These creeklines 

currently only contain degraded habitat but are clearly capable of rapid improvement with 

removal of grazing.  In particular because all of the 3 creeks originate in the Para Woodlands 

reserve they will benefit from translocation of seed from native species being planted in the 

reserve.  It would also be an unusual change to have the creeks running on the Parra 

Woodlands and then presumably forced into underground pipes to be transferred to the 

central creek. 

 

Of interest in relation to habitat for Flinders Ranges worm-lizards and the hydrology of creek 

springs, the land immediately to the east of the DLL land (owned by the Law-Smith family 

also contains rocky habitat along the creek and what appears to be a small spring fed 

wetland (see picture below, wetland sedges on left hand side) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

   

Overall we are unhappy about the massive changes and earthworks proposed in this 

eastern part of the central creek catchment.  If the basic tenets of development (that flow of 

stormwater from the site into creeklines should be no more than the pre-development 
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situation) then why will an erosion problem arise.  The current creek bed seems very stable 

with limited erosion.  It appears the reasons for the proposed earthworks are to do with 

reducing costs of infrastructure and maximising development profits rather than sound water 

management and erosion control. 

 

Another significant concern with the Wallbridge & Gilbert July 2010  stormwater report is the 

comment on page 12 of DLL Referral Statement Attachment 4 referring to the central creek 

below the natural spring near where the major water pipeline crosses the creek.   

 

Page 12 (mid page)  

It is noted that based on the ecological assessment of the tributary, current aquatic 

plant species indicate that water within the tributary is actually poor and saline. It is 

believed that this does not present the natural / pre-European water quality 

conditions within the tributary. The water quality may have been altered as a result of 

the changed environment through farming, land management, and quarrying 

operations on the site. The development of the stormwater management strategy will 

contribute significantly to improving the existing water quality in the tributary, and 

reinstate a predominantly freshwater environment.  

 

According to page 32 of the DLL Referral Statement, KBR “consider it likely this water is as a 

result of water being retained in the base of the mine filtering down to this section of the 

creek over an extended period”.  KBR are not hydrologists and have no disclosed expertise 

in this area.  Information from local people is that the spring is a long standing one predating 

the sand mining activities and only interrupted when high pumping of groundwater occurred 

for sand washing purposes.  To support this position it is noted that this general locality used 

to be known as “Spring Gully”, associated in historical records of the area with the Bischoff 

and Law-Smith families.  That certainly suggests that springs were a feature of the central 

creek on this site and upstream in earlier years. 

 

One of the problems with reports on this project is the inadequate information which has 

been available to the report authors.  In the case of the spring which currently flows year 

round in the central creek, the spring water is quite salty.  So much so that when evaporation 

increases in the summer the salinity of the water by the time it reaches the Commissioner of 

Highways land to the west of this site is too high for sheep to drink.   

 

Further at page 32 (last paragraph) of the DLL Referral Statement it is stated that this 

proposed development to “effectively change the ground water dependency of existing reed 

species to a fresh water system improving the quality of this environment and species 

supported”.  The proposal might effect a change that is desired by the landscaping and sales 

wishes of DLL but it is hardly consistent with maintaining and improving the natural 

environment. 

 
Of note in KBR 2009 is the comment at Page 5.3 "Remnant pools of water were present in 

the South Para River section of the site in November and December, but not in January. 

Water was not present in the un-named tributary of the River during all of the surveys".   

 

Commentary from GEHA member Adrian Shackley to the July 2009 DPAC Gawler East DPA 

consultation  

 

This is a serious mis-description of the site.  With the South Para there are several 

places on the site which have permanent water-holes and seeps and which are vital 

aspects of the ecology of the area.  I have observed these in summer and autumn of 
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2009.  It is a significant deficiency that these water ecosystems are not mentioned or 

analysed.  Native fish and other aquatic animals barely rate a mention.  The "un-

named tributary" also has significant seeps or springs which maintain a large part of 

this creek in a wet condition.  This is also a very fragile hydrological system as the 

evidence show effects of both groundwater extraction and seasonal conditions 

greatly affecting the movement and salinity of groundwater in the area.  These 

groundwater fed ecosystems are very important biodiversity assets and should be 

properly analysed over a number of seasons before any development which is likely 

to affect them is contemplated.  

 

This speculation by KBR and DLL about the spring and wetland habitat in the central creek 

needs to be resolved through appropriate hydrological study.  After the KBR 2010 report was 

presented at a public session of Gawler Council in September 2010, DLL and KBR 

representatives at the meeting were questioned about the need for an adequate hydrological 

study and agreed that this appeared to be needed given the evidence.  Subsequently DLL 

confirmed that they had engaged Coffey International company to conduct a study.  We are 

not aware of any results from this study but clearly they are important to dealing with issues 

both in the central creek and in the South Para.  We request that assessment of this DLL 

Referral be delayed pending the results of an adequate hydrological study.  

 

We are also not encouraged about the management proposed for the creeks on the site 

when statements such as below appear in the Lend Lease document in Attachment 4 of the  

DLL Referral Statement: 

 

There will be several species that will move into the wetland site given its location in 

the catchment. Whilst the majority of these species will be of little concern, only 

adding to diversity, weed species can also be expected. Desirable plants entering the 

wetland may include locally native sedges and rushes. Additionally, weed species 

such as Typha spp. and Phragmites spp. may enter the waterways and these 

species can dominate the waterways at the expense of other species if not 

controlled.        [ Lend Lease Waterways Operations & Management Manual 

February 2008  Part 9-1  Attachment 4 in DLL documents] 

 

Typha spp. and Phragmites spp. may be weeds somewhere else in Australia but they are 

indigenous species in South Australia and the Gawler area.   

 

Figure 7.1 in the DLL Referral Statement pdfs shows an area of about 12-13 ha proposed to 

be set aside for Flinders Ranges worm-lizard habitat.  Because this land is very steep 

(greater then 1:4 slope on the contour plan (Figure 7 in the attached pdfs), it is not suitable 

for development.  However, it is also expensive to manage as conservation/open space.  

Management of the area identified as Flinders Ranges worm-lizard habitat will raise most the 

issues identified above for the iron-grass conservation area. 

 

NRM Act water affecting activities 

The  DLL Referral Statement at page 9 states that “No approval is required for water 

affecting activities under the NRM Act as this approval will be received through the 

Development Application under the Development Act 1993”.  This statement may not be 

applicable to some of the excavation and filling affecting watercourses on the site (all of the 

central creek and its several small tributaries are watercourses for the purpose of the 

Development Act and NRM Act) because excavation and fill is not covered by the definition 

of “development” in many cases.  In any case such excavation and fill will need approval of 
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either the NRM authority or the Development Act authority and the appropriateness of the 

works proposed would need to be assessed against relevant policies.   

 

Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Regional Recovery Plan  

The DLL EPBC Referral Statement also deals with flora and fauna covered by the 

Commonwealth (EPBC)  endorsed “Regional Recovery Plan for Threatened Species and 

Ecological Communities of Adelaide and the Mount Lofty Ranges, South Australia 2009-

2014” (available on the EPBC web site).  The Recovery Plan involves many fauna species 

that use habitat in the South Para river corridor and the Eucalyptus porosa open woodland 

present of the DLL site.  The South Para river corridor on the DLL site adjoins both Dead 

Man’s Pass (Gawler Council reserve on the western side) and Para Woodlands (Nature 

Foundation SA and SA State reserve on the east).   

 

More generally the South Para river corridor into Gawler and the Gawler River corridor from 

Gawler to the coast is a habitat and travel corridor for fauna of the greatest significance for 

the Adelaide Plains and the Mount Lofty Ranges.   Professor Hugh Possingham when he 

worked at Roseworthy campus of University of Adelaide delighted in saying that he had 

achieved a top result in a national bird recording competition (for recording most bird species 

in a few hours) by travelling from Port Gawler to the Mount Lofty Ranges along/near the 

Gawler and South Para corridors. 

 

The river corridor forming the southern edge of the DLL site is vital habitat particularly 

because of the permanent waterholes which comprise more than half of the distance 

between Para Woodlands and Dead Man’s Pass.  These waterholes are permanent due to 

groundwater springs and soaks which keep them topped up during summer and autumn 

after river flow ceases.  In turn this stretch of permanent waterholes provides the majority of 

such habitat in the South Para downstream of the South Para reservoir.  Its value as habitat 

has not been assessed previously and the various KBR reports for the DLL Referral 

Statement only give a cursory record of its significance.   

 

Evidence of this is the comment in KBR 2009 quoted above saying that the South Para did 

not have water in it in January2009.  Clearly not correct.  Further the list of plant species 

provided in the various KBR reports culminating in KBR 2010 do not include many species 

observable in the South Para bed and nearby.  Appendix 2 shows a list of 29 additional 

species recorded on GEHA organised site visits in recent months for the “main area” (i.e. 

excluding the quarry area) compared with the 67 species listed in KBR 2010.  Of these 

additional species 12 are riparian species occurring in the South Para bed and nearby areas. 

 

DLL has said that it has engaged Coffey International Ltd to study the hydrology of the site 

related to groundwater.  This has only occurred since late 2010 and we are not aware of any 

outcome to date.  GEHA believes that the results of such a study are needed before an 

adequate assessment can be made of a number of matters referred to in the DLL Referral 

Statement.  Spring hydrology in the central creek system is discussed above and is also 

important. 

 

Species mentioned in the DLL Referral Statement and KBR reports relevant to the Recovery 

Plan are Yellow-rumped thornbill, Southern whiteface, Whistling kite, White-winged chough,  
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Pallid cuckoo, Peregrine falcon, Red-capped robin, Tawny frogmouth, Red rumped parrot, 

Sacred kingfisher, Fairy martin, White-fronted chat, Rufous whistler and Buff-banded rail. 

 

In addition the following species have been identified either on the Gawler East site or 

nearby areas such as Dead Man’s Pass reserve in recent years.  Brown (Bibron’s) toadlet, 

Brown treecreeper, Crested shrike-tit, Diamond firetail, Restless flycatcher, Zebra finch, 

Climbing galaxias, Congolli and Mountain galaxias (latter three fish are the fish species 

mentioned in the recovery plan identified as being present in the South Para river).  Further 

comment on these species is included GEHA (2009) – relevant part in Appendix 4. 

 

The disturbance of Peregrine falcons using the sand quarry needs a further look.  A pair of 

Peregrine falcons had been nesting for several years in a quarry east of Allendale Road 

(about 3km east of the DLL site). The rehabilitation of this quarry occurred a year or so ago 

and the nest site was destroyed.  While the pair using the quarry may not be nesting yet, 

having 2 similar outcomes for these birds is very unfortunate. 

 

The fish species are important.  The 3 species above generally rely on a marine phase in 

their lifecycle – travelling down to the sea to breed.  Until about 4 years ago a weir on the 

Gawler River in Gawler West greatly restricted these migratory fish from returning upstream.  

With the removal of that weir, the weir on the South Para on the boundary of the DLL site 

and Para Woodlands is now the next barrier to upstream movement of these fish.  

Consequently the permanent waterholes on the South Para in the DLL site are now able to 

support these 3 species which are threatened in the area of the Recovery Plan.  Also 

recorded in recent years (1997) was a Short-finned eel from a waterhole just east of Dead 

Man’s Pass – see Appendix 3.  This species is suggested to have a State wide Rare 

conservation rating in Hammer (2007). 

 

Related to these Recovery Plan species - the areas of Eucalyptus porosa open woodland 

identified on the DLL site provide important habitat for many of the bird species.  While a 

majority of the 6.5 ha of this habitat area is proposed to be retained [basically the steep 

(>1:4 slope) areas] it will not be effective for conservation without appropriate buffers and 

management to allow the areas to maintain a conservation role.   

 

As for the iron-grass area there is need for an appropriate buffer from housing around the 

conservation areas to separate it from housing and to reduce resident reactions about 

snakes, fire, poor amenity and the like.  Management is also needed to avoid litter, plant 

escapees, weeds, trampling, pets and similar human related impacts which reduce the value 

of conservation areas.  In particular shyer bird species such as White-winged chough are 

unlikely to use an area where people, noise and animals are regular disturbances. 
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Surprise visitor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture of Short-beaked echidna moving across a grassland area on the bank of the central 

creek recently.  While echidnas are occasionally seen along the South Para river corridor it 

would be much less common to see them in the central creek area.  One of the risks with 

housing development and human impacts is that animals such as this one will feel the need 

to look for a new place to live. 

 

Who is to maintain the areas set aside as open space and conservation? 

Maintenance of steep the river corridors is an expensive and challenging undertaking with 

weeds, fire management, people impacts, pets and feral pests, flood issues, safety and 

public liability, conflict between conservation and recreation expectations (mountain bike 

riders, horse riders, exercising dogs and many other issues). Clearly at present there is no 

agreement about who will be responsible in the medium and long term for conservation work 

on the 30 hectares or so of steep land proposed for conservation and open space uses.   

 

It is our view that this needs to be resolved or else statements of good intention count for 

very little.  We note that DLL Referral Statement and attached correspondence with the 

Native Vegetation section of DENR suggests that GEHA would be a suitable organisation to 

undertake ownership and management of the iron-grass conservation area.  GEHA is 

interested in promoting conservation in the region but could only do so with appropriate 

agreements in place.  No discussion has taken place at this stage. 

 

Conclusion 

Looking at the processes under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act,  GEHA requests the EPBC assessment body to require prior to a final assessment of 

EPBC Referral  No. 2011/5826: 

 

1. Adequate areas as suggested above to conserve and expand the area of Iron-grass 

natural temperate grassland and to provide an additional buffer for managing 

interface with housing. 

  

2. Adequate buffer areas as suggested to protect the various areas of Eucalyptus 

porosa grassy woodland so that the Recovery Plan fauna species and other fauna 

are able to use these areas without undue interference. 
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3. Suitable buffers around conservation areas (South Para River corridor, iron-grass 

area and Eucalyptus porosa Woodland areas) to provide access for management 

vehicles including fire trucks and machinery such as slashers in order to protect the 

conservation areas with firebreaks and the like. In some cases these buffers will be 

provided by the buffers set out in 1. and 2. above. 

 

4. The presentation of Gawler East Infrastructure Masterplan, particularly as it relates to 

earthworks (pipes, bridges, tracks etc) affecting proposed conservation areas in the 

South Para and central creek localities. 

 

5. Further information via the Gawler East Infrastructure Masterplan, or otherwise, on 

the excavation and filling proposed for the eastern part of the central creek and the 

filling of all or parts of tributaries into the central creek. 

 

6. A report from Coffey International (via Delfin Lend Lease) on the hydrology and 

conservation of waterholes and wetlands on the South Para and central creek. 

  

7. Either a commitment from Delfin Lend Lease to provide for long-term management of 

the conservation areas or agreements with other people or bodies to provide for the 

conservation of the set aside conservation areas including the South Para river 

corridor. 

 

And then to allow interested persons an opportunity to comment further on the additional 

information or proposals from the applicant.  Given the timeframes involved for applicant 

and response submissions this seems appropriate. 

 

 

 

GEHA contact people for any further information on this Submission 

 

Adrian Shackley  0429 00 4363 

 

David Ferguson  8522 1385 

 

As an addendum.  The process for these referrals is rather frustrating.  We find out about 

proposals almost by accident (and a few days after the referral is listed) as the only notice 

seems to be on the EPBC website.  This almost ensures that there will be some omissions in 

our response because of the need to understand a series of documents without the time to 

follow up matters where it is unclear what is proposed or what the impacts might be.  

Compare this with a proponent having in this case some 3 years to put together a proposal.  

We trust that these time frames will be relevant in dealing with submissions. 

 

.
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(No mention of the iron-grass temperate natural grassland.  At page 42 the DPA notes 

that a referral to EPBC would be required because of the Flinders Ranges worm-lizard, 

Rainbow bee-eater and Latham’s snipe presence and potential Pygmy bluetongue 

habitat and the DPA states that ‘such a referral had been initiated at the time of 

preparing the DPA”.? ) 

Prescott A., Turner D., Davies R. and Hurren A. July 2010 State and transition model for the 

Iron-grass (Lomandra effusa) natural temperate grassland community Version 2.0  DENR 

Shackley A., 2008 Email to Gawler Council/Delfin Lend Lease re KBR 2008 

Shackley A., 2009 Gawler East Development Plan Amendment Submission to DPAC 

Threatened Species Scientific Committee, 2007  Commonwealth Listing Advice on Iron-

grass Natural Temperate Grassland of South Australia   

Threatened Species Scientific Committee 2008 Commonwealth Conservation Advice on 

Iron-grass Natural Temperate Grassland of South Australia  
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South Australia ecological community  

Wallbridge & Gilbert February 2008  Gawler East Residential – Report on water and 

wastewater networks Prepared for Delfin Lend Lease 

Wallbridge & Gilbert July 2010  Gawler East Residential Stormwater Management Strategy 

Prepared for Delfin Lend Lease 

http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/peppermint-box-iron-grass-policy.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/peppermint-box-iron-grass-policy.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/peppermint-box-iron-grass-policy.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/communities/pubs/l-effusa.pdf
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/communities/pubs/l-effusa.pdf
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/communities/pubs/37-conservation-advice.pdf
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/communities/pubs/37-conservation-advice.pdf
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Appendix 1.   Iron-grass conservation area – native plant species recorded by KBR and 

additional species recorded by GEHA 

 

 

Gawler East Ecological Survey   

Residential development area   

Lomandra grassland 2008 to 2010 KBR 
species    

Genus Scientific name 

GRAMINEAE Aristida behriana 

GRAMINEAE Austrodanthonia caespitosa 

GRAMINEAE Austrostipa spp. 

NYCTAGINACEAE  Boerhavia dominii 

AMARYLLIDACEAE Calostemma purpureum 

EUPHORBIACEAE Chamaesyce drummondii 

CHENOPODIACEAE Chenopodium pumilio 

GRAMINEAE Chloris truncata 

CONVOLVULACEAE Convolvulus erubescens 

CRASSULACEAE Crassula colorata 

GRAMINEAE Enneapogon nigricans 

LILIACEAE Lomandra effusa 

LILIACEAE Lomandra multiflora ssp. dura 

CHENOPODIACEAE Maireana brevifolia 

CHENOPODIACEAE Maireana enchylaenoides 

AMARANTHACEAE Ptilotus spathulatus 

GRAMINEAE Themeda triandra 

COMPOSITAE Vittadinia cuneata 

 
  

Additional species from GEHA organised 
site visit Summer 2010/11   

LILIACEAE Lomandra densiflora 

GRAMINEAE Austrodanthonia setacea 

GRAMINEAE Austrostipa blackii 

GRAMINEAE Austrostipa nodosa 

GRAMINEAE Austrostipa eremophila 

COMPOSITAE Vittadinia megacephala* 

LILIACEAE  Arthropodium fimbriatum 

LILIACEAE  Arthropodium strictum 

GOODENIACEAE  Goodenia pinnatifida  

THYMELAEACEAE  Pimelea micrantha 

GRAMINEAE  Dichanthium sericeum ssp. sericeum* 

MALVACEAE  Sida corrugata var. angustifolia  

OXALIDACEAE  Oxalis perennans 

CONVOLVULACEAE Convolvulus remotus 

LABIATAE  Teucrium racemosum 

COMPOSITAE  Vittadinia cervicularis var. cervicularis* 

GRAMINEAE  Walwhalleya proluta 

 

*Noted only in grassland area immediately east of the Iron-grass conservation area  
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Appendix 2  Extra native plant species recorded in “main area” compared to KBR 2009,2010 

 

Family Name  Scientific name Common name 
Riparian 

(R) 

LEGUMINOSAE  Senna artemisioides nothossp. coriacea Broad-leaf Desert Senna   

SAPINDACEAE  Dodonaea viscosa ssp. spatulata Sticky Hop-bush   

GRAMINEAE  Cymbopogon ambiguus Lemon-grass   

CYPERACEAE  Baumea arthrophylla Swamp Twig-rush R 

CYPERACEAE  Baumea juncea Bare Twig-rush R 

GRAMINEAE  Austrostipa nodosa Tall Spear-grass   

MALVACEAE  Malva behriana Australian Hollyhock   

CONVOLVULACEAE  Convolvulus remotus Grassy Bindweed   

CYPERACEAE  Bolboschoenus medianus Marsh Club-rush R 

PITTOSPORACEAE  Bursaria spinosa Sweet Bursaria   

GRAMINEAE  Poa crassicaudex  Thick-stem Tussock-grass   

OXALIDACEAE  Oxalis perennans Native Sorrel   

CAMPANULACEAE  Lobelia alata (anceps) Angled Lobelia R 

PRIMULACEAE  Samolus repens Creeping Brookweed R 

JUNCACEAE  Juncus subsecundus Finger Rush R 

CYPERACEAE  Schoenoplectus litoralis Shore Club-rush R 

CYPERACEAE  Schoenoplectus pungens Spiky Club-rush R 

GRAMINEAE  Distichlis distichophylla Emu-grass R 

MYRTACEAE  Leptospermum myrsinoides Heath Tea-tree R 

COMPOSITAE Vittadinia megacephala. New Holland Daisy   

LILIACEAE  Arthropodium fimbriatum Nodding Vanilla-lily   

THYMELAEACEAE  Pimelea micrantha Silky Riceflower   

GRAMINEAE  Dichanthium sericeum ssp. sericeum Silky Blue-grass   

CHENOPODIACEAE  Atriplex semibaccata Berry Saltbush   

JUNCAGINACEAE  Triglochin procerum Water-ribbons R 

JUNCAGINACEAE  Triglochin striatum Streaked Arrowgrass R 

LABIATAE  Teucrium racemosum Grey Germander 
  

GRAMINEAE  Walwhalleya proluta Rigid Panic   

CHENOPODIACEAE  Rhagodia parabolica Mealy Saltbush   

    Note that this list includes 4 additional larger shrub species – the KBR reports state that only 

1 shrub plant was found during the surveys of the “main area”.  Apart from Acacia acinacea 

in the central creek, there is also a large Rhagodia parabolica plant on the eastern end of 

this creek and Dodonaea viscosa ssp. Spatulata, Bursaria spinosa and Senna artemisioides 

nothossp. coriacea on the southern slopes near the larger patch of Eucalyptus porosa 

woodland.  The riparian species also includes some shrubs. 
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Appendix 3.  Short-finned eel South Para from South Para waterhole east of Dead Man’s 

Pass.  Article from Gawler Bunyip 1997 plus colour photograph. 
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Appendix 4.       GEHA 2009 Submission on Gawler East Development Plan 

Amendment (conservation related extracts) 

 

To the Presiding Member 
Development Policy Advisory Committee 
C/- Department of Planning and Local Government 
Roma Mitchell House 
Level 3, 136 North Terrace 
Adelaide,  SA 5000  e-mail:  dpac@saugov.sa.gov.au   July 2009 

 
Gawler Council, The Barossa Council, Tony Piccolo MP John Dawkins MLC 
 

Dear Presiding Member and Members, Minister for Urban Development and Planning 

 

Gawler Environment and Heritage Association (GEHA) is a community association formed in 

1980 and actively involved in planning, environment and heritage matters based on a wide 

membership with expertise in many aspects of these matters. 

GEHA has been concerned about proposals to extend the Urban Growth Boundary in this 

area since these were first announced out of the blue in July 2007.  Attached are copies of 

letters expressing this concern. 

 

 

............................................   

 

4.  The proposal involves environmental impacts which should be avoided  

 

The South Para riparian area and surrounding gorge is currently a quiet secluded area 

which has major ecological significance with its permanent waterholes and as a 

connecting corridor between Dead Man’s Pass reserve and Para Woodland Park and 

other areas of remnant vegetation.   The impact of many thousands of people and their 

pets will reduce its conservation value.  Areas of remnant grassland and grassy 

woodland will similarly lose habitat value.  A noisy road and bridge across the South 

Para will also significantly reduce conservation value.  

The Commonwealth and State governments have assessed that the Mount Lofty 

Ranges region is identified as a biodiversity hotspot and an area of high extinction 

potential for many species of plants and animals and is in need of substantial action to 

avoid impending extinctions.  See the Draft Regional Recovery Plan for Threatened 

Species and Ecological Communities of Adelaide and the Mount Lofty Ranges, 2008 

prepared jointly by Commonwealth and South Australian environmental bodies.  Also 

DEH 2008 Report of Regional Species Risk Assessment Pilot Project for the Northern 

and Yorke Region main author Sharon Gillam (which has the Gawler River and Gawler 

at its southern boundary) Quite a few of the species noted in these reports have habitat 

requirements which can be provided in part by the Gawler East land.   

The Gawler area is a vital link between the ecosystems of the Adelaide plains and hills 

and many threatened species have a presence here.  The river corridors provide vital 

linkages for many fish, birds, reptiles and mammals. 
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a. Rivers and creeks in the Area Affected 

i. There has not yet been an adequate study of the environmental issues 

associated with the South Para and Un-named/Yaringa Creek and what study 

has been done is not reflected in the DPA.  Both the Steinweidal (wholly)and 

KBR (partly) reports have been concentrated on land which Delfin Lend Lease 

has an interest in although the plan developed by KBR on DPA page 43 

contains some basic suggestions about other land. 

ii.  The Steinweidal report did not investigate general native vegetation and the 

comment on Page 39 of the DPA that states “A small number of endemic plants 

were identified; however these were generally confined to the steep rocky 

outcrops and adjacent to creek lines” is not a statement of any weight.  By 

comparison the KBR report did report 41 species of native vegetation but also 

noted that dry weather conditions and spring grazing meant that many species 

could not be located.  Had the KBR study included all the riparian species 

present at the time the list would have been extended by about 10 species.  The 

KBR study has also not identified land containing species highlighted in the 

Lomandra irongrass grassland ecosystem declared a critically endangered 

ecosystem in 2007 under the EPBC Act.  There is a small area on the site which 

may be very significant in consideration of this ecosystem.  

iii. By comparison the Dead Man’s Pass Reserve immediately to the west and Para 

Woodland Conservation Park immediately to the east comprise land with very 

similar features and history.   Assessment of Dead Man’s Pass on a number of 

occasions in 1999/2000 by experienced  botanist Ron Taylor produced a list of 

some 60 native plant species.  Assessment by GEHA in the years since then 

has added at least 20 additional native species.  This is indicative of the impact 

of seasonable variability in locating smaller plants and also that plant species 

with seed in the soil can return after an absence of many years. 

iv. In Para Woodland CP assessment by botanists and GEHA members over 

recent years has produced a list of some 100 native plant species.  A number of 

the species located in Dead Man’s Pass Reserve and Para Woodland CP are 

significant at State level under National Parks and Wildlife Act Schedules and 

many more of regional conservation significance.  Attached are copies of the 

plant species recorded for each area.  These species are quite likely to be 

present in the DPA area or capable of returning under natural conditions.  There 

are also additional species recorded for the DPA area as would be expected 

given the mosaic of ecosystems at a local level.  

v. With fauna assessment, the KBR report contains a fairly comprehensive list of 

species of State or National significance or of major regional significance that 

are of interest in the area – see DPA page 41/42 for a part of the Jan 2009 KBR 

relevant to this.  However, the report itself acknowledges that seasonal 

conditions are a factor in fauna activity and limited assessment over a few 

months in a drought year is not likely to produce comprehensive results.  

vi. In particular we disagree with the statement about a number of species that 

“Habitat for most of these species is not available in the site” (DPA Page 42 

second paragraph) when in fact one of the species was recorded in the KBR 

report and several others have been recorded on the site or very close to the 

site (e.g. more or less identical habitat in Para Woodland or Dead Man’s Pass) 

in recent years by local people.  The KBR report related to fauna is also hard to 

follow and assess because it does not present clear tables showing the 
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National, State and regional conservation ratings for fauna in the same way as it 

does for flora.  For example, who would know that “Common brushtail possum” 

is now a State rated Rare species now unless this is set out in the information 

provided. 

vii. There is next to no analysis in the DPA or referenced reports about the vital 

aquatic habitat provided by permanent waterholes in the South Para and 

soaks/springs in the Un-named/Yaringa Creek.  In fact the KBR report goes so 

far to assert that “Remnant pools of water were present in the South Para River 

section of the site in November and December, but not in January”.  There 

certainly were waterholes present in January 2009 as there are all year round in 

this section of the River.  These waterholes are fed by springs and soaks which 

are vital ecological resources for the area.   

viii. Moving underground water provides permanent water holes/drought refuges in 

the South Para and soaks on Un-named/Yaringa Creek and need adequate 

protection.  This is a complex question which needs detailed research and 

modelling to ensure protection.  Other springs in the local area have been 

affected by human impacts without any proper understanding of the losses 

involved.   

ix. Development in the area of the DPA has the potential to affect the hydrology of 

the area and perhaps the quality of the water in the fractured rock aquifer 

systems which are present in the area.  Despite a number of suggestions from 

GEHA and others that adequate information on the hydrology of the area and 

these “refugia” pools maintained by groundwater flows is required, no such 

analysis has been undertaken.  This should be a requirement before any further 

progress occurs with this DPA.  

x. The fragility of the spring system can be gauged by the position with the springs 

in Un-named/Yaringa Creek.  In a natural state the springs and soaks in this 

creek have provided a low but continuous flow of water into the South Para from 

a point about a km upstream from the South Para.  When the sand quarry 

pumped quantities of water for sand washing during the 1990s the spring flows 

stopped completely. 

xi. As an example of the issues involved, we are aware that the salinity of 

groundwater fed pools in the South Para can be much higher than normal runoff 

with salinity recorded in South Para waterholes in the order of 5,000 ppm in the 

autumn and even higher in flows in the Un-named/Yaringa Creek.     

xii. There is little or no information provided in the DPA or KBR reports on native 

fish and other aquatic animals (mention is made of a potential rare amphibian - 

Brown/Bibron’s toadlet).  The area is confirmed habitat for species with 

proposed State conservation ratings in the Action Plan for South Australian 

Freshwater Fish 2007-2012, 2007 Hammer M et al - congolli (Rare), mountain 

galaxias (Vulnerable) and short-finned eel (Rare) - these species all definitely 

identified on or near the DPA river pools in last 10 years.  The area is also 

potential habitat for shortheaded lamprey (Vulnerable) - recorded near the 

Gawler river junction some 30 years ago and climbing galaxias (Rare) - records 

upstream in South Para catchment.  Apart from GEHA and other local 

observers, fish recordings have been made in recent years by Waterwatch, 

SARDI researchers and DEH observations. 

xiii. Waterwatch records for pools in the South Para in this general area which 

GEHA has been involved in collecting confirm good levels of macro-
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invertebrates and also fresh water mussels in nearby upstream pools.  The DPA 

area is also habitat for a range of frog species, long-necked turtles, red-bellied 

black snakes and other species which utilise waterholes and likely habitat for 

white-tailed water rats which are occasionally seen in local rivers.  There are 

also local recordings of goannas (believed to be Gould’s but potentially 

Rosenberg’s (State Rare) in the river corridor not too many years ago.   

xiv. While it is true that the area of good plant habitat in the DPA area is not a large 

part of the site, the area relevant to conservation of fauna is much larger when 

consideration is taken of the habitat needs and shyness of many of the species.  

The DPA seems to assume that setting aside habitat areas from housing 

development with basically no buffer between is sufficient.  What the DPA does 

not do is think about the massive impact that thousands of people, their pets, 

vehicle movement and noise etc and combine that with the issues of high 

bushfire danger in the steeper area and the impact of planning and operations 

to deal with fire risk. 

xv. The DPA fails to do what it says it does – that is setting up a Structure Plan to 

reflect the KBR study.  All the areas around and near the Un-named/Yaringa 

Creek are in the DPA Gawler East Residential Zone and also often part of the 

high density Mixed Use policy area.  Further the plan for stormwater in the area 

(DPA page 45) shows dams and stormwater detention in this creekline and 

other similar creeklines in the southern DPA area contrary to other parts of the 

DPA which talk about retention of the natural state of creeks and rivers and 

keeping stormwater detention away from watercourses.  How all this can be 

compatible with conservation of several of the species of concern is not 

discussed. 

xvi. Worse, the DPA intends that the main areas of conservation significance along 

the South Para should be zoned as Open Space with principles and objectives 

which are suited to active and passive recreation.  How is that achieving 

conservation?  Given that the whole South Para gorge is clearly an important 

conservation corridor it should be identified as such. 

xvii. Rather than seeing this Gawler East area as urban development, it is ideal for 

rehabilitation and revegetation to provide a major habitat area linking Dead 

Man’s Pass and Para Woodland (probably leaving aside the area of good 

farming land east of the quarry) given government/Natural Resource 

Management Plan targets of revegetation to return to 30% coverage of native 

vegetation to ensure biodiversity security and productivity.  Money from the 

Extractive Industry Rehabilitation Fund can partly drive this - as with the 

quarries along Allendale Road which are now to be rehabilitated and will 

become part of broader conservation area supporting Para Woodland. 

 

b.  Detrimental effects of a road and bridge on South Para    

i. There is no analysis of the impact of a major road and bridge across the South 

Para either in terms of the conservation values of the area or the impact on 

people living in the vicinity.  The DPA proposes that the South Para should have 

a bridge in the east end of Dead Man’s Pass.  This end of the reserve is a quiet 

area generally with much less public impact than the western part.  Also in the 

path of the bridge is probably the largest permanent waterhole in the South 

Para.  A major habitat resource for aquatic animals and birds and animals 

looking for food water and shelter.  There should not be a road or bridge 
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anywhere near this area.  Having now done more research about the issues 

involved, in our view it is preferable that there be no road or bridge in this area 

at all.  Fairly similar issues will arise from assessment of areas further to the 

east if road corridors and a bridge are investigated given the nature of the 

habitat along this section of the South Para. 

ii. Previous plans for traffic movement around Gawler in recent years have 

focussed on a north-east bypass from Lyndoch Road through Concordia to the 

Sturt Highway.  Knowing the areas involved this would be a far less disruptive 

outcome than anything along the South Para.  Because of the isolation of the 

South Para, its role as a corridor to major areas of remnant vegetation such as 

Para Wirra RP and Sandy Creek CP and the generally grazing rather than 

cropping on its adjacent areas, the ecological value of the South Para has been 

much better retained.  It is also much more poorly documented – until work 

commenced on Para Woodland CP virtually no official biodiversity recording had 

occurred between Gawler and Para Wirra.   

iii. Remediation of the sand pits should include part retention for nesting holes for 

the Rainbow Bee Eater & other native birds, and also to indicate the history of 

the area.   That would be easy if the remediation was back to rural or 

conservation use but much more difficult if the area were to be zoned for 

housing. 

 

c.   Open Space Zone 

i. The DPA does not mandate sufficient protection for the river and creek 

environments.  The residential zone extends to the 1:4 slope area!  Current 

Development Plan policy only has a policy for protection of a 30m band from the 

top of the bank of the rivers.  That figure may be relevant for central Gawler and 

west of Gawler where development has occurred right up to the river banks. But 

clearly that is inadequate in this area which has always been zoned for rural use 

without any expectation of change.  The DPA discussion at pages 82/83 is not 

helpful analysis but directed at achieving minimum set aside for conservation 

purposes.  The Minister’s announcement of firm protection of rivers and river 

gorges in July 2007 would need to be dealt with by creating a scientifically-

based wide corridor either side of the South Para taking into account 

biodiversity, vistas and slope issues.   Similar but albeit narrower corridor 

surrounding Un-named/Yaringa creek and other smaller creeks and gorges 

would also be required but are not in the DPA. 

ii. The design and policy settings for the Open Space Zone are clearly not 

appropriate for the suggested intention of covering conservation.   To 

adequately preserve Dead Man’s Pass, South Para river gorge and creeklines, 

this land should be altered only to include a river/MOSS Conservation Zone as 

imagined in the current MOSS Plan.  Similar to some other areas along rivers 

recently considered for development, much higher relative amounts would need 

to be set aside for conservation and open space than usual urban development 

if this area were otherwise deemed suitable for urban use (which we say it is 

not). 

iii. As noted elsewhere we favour most of the area being set aside for conservation 

rather than just the river corridors.   

 


